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INTRODUCTION
For six weeks in the autumn of 2015, Paris department store Le Bon Marche created a
Brooklyn-themed pop-up within their Left Bank store. They chose more than 100 brands,
many of which were previously not available in France, from a wide array of categories
ranging from fashion to beauty to home goods and food, to “interpret” the borough’s “cool
chic” aesthetic. This included everything from jewelry from Catbird, Coral & Tusk stuffed
animals, Kinfolk menswear, Four & Twenty Blackbirds pie and Fishs Eddy décor. Once thought
of as one of New York’s least glamorous boroughs, Brooklyn now has global brand cache.
In Oakland, California the new commercial real estate tagline

and accessories retailer Brooklyn Industries has now

is “Oakland is the new Brooklyn.” In Tokyo, Brooklyn-born

expanded successfully not just to nine locations in Brooklyn

concepts Gorilla Coffee, Mister Donut and Brooklyn Charm

(and another ﬁve in Manhattan), but to Chicago’s Wicker Park

are all extremely popular. In Paris, “haute cuisine” has been

and to Portland, Oregon’s Nob Hill.

replaced as the hottest dining trend by ‘Tres Brooklyn.” Men’s
tailored casual clothing chain Brooklyn Circus has expanded
far beyond its Boerum Hill location to storefronts in Denver,
Houston, San Francisco, Montreal and multiple locations in
Japan, Korea and the United Kingdom. Locally-based apparel

For the retail world, Brooklyn has emerged as an incubator of
sorts. While local residents may just think of them as
neighborhood boutiques, a slew of independent merchants
have been instrumental in creating a unique mix of funky and

“A slew of independent
merchants have been
instrumental in creating a
unique mix of funky and chic
known as Brooklyn Style.”

chic known as Brooklyn style. Shops like Apotheke, Bird, Concrete
+ Water, Home of the Brave, Life:Curated, Sincerely Tommy,
Swords-Smith, Wolves Within and dozens of others have been
instrumental in forging this aesthetic. Not unlike the growth already
demonstrated by Brooklyn Industries, we wouldn’t be surprised to
see many of these concepts rapidly expanding in the years ahead.
Investors (both medium-sum private and big-dollar private equity)
are on the lookout for funky, fresh retail concepts they can take
national. Meanwhile, mainstream chain buyers continue to roam
Brooklyn’s boutiques looking for mass-market inspiration and the
next big thing.
The explosion of Brooklyn as both a national and global icon of
“hip,” may be a relatively new occurrence though most native New
Yorkers will note that the borough’s revitalization and emergence
as the epicenter of cool culture has been an ongoing trend for most
of the past decade. But this movement truly picked up steam in the
post-recession period (2009 onward) for a number of reasons.
And most of those have to do with the rise of the Millennial
consumer.
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GROWING QUICKLY AND
GROWING YOUNGER
Demographic changes in Brooklyn over the past 15 years have been

there have deﬁnitely been a few focal points, like Williamsburg, as

fairly dramatic. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Brooklyn’s

this movement has progressed just about any of Brooklyn’s

population stood at roughly 2.5 million in 2000 but now stands at

neighborhoods have been fair game for the next big thing. The

just under 2.7 million. But while the overall population has

wave of independent retailers that have emerged and thrived has

increased by about 8% over the past 15 years, this has largely been

been the source of Brooklyn’s sudden global cache. The borough

driven by the inﬂux of Millennials (those born between 1980 and

has become a hub of artisanal production whether it is high

2000). Since 2000, Brooklyn’s population between the ages of 25

quality food, apparel, home goods or other products. One telling

and 34 has exploded by more than 19.5% while that age group has

statistic is that Brooklyn is now the craft liquor capital of New

increased by only 8.4% across the U.S. as a whole.

York; it houses more licensed distilleries than any other county in

Brooklyn’s growth hasn’t just been in terms of population, but
business as well. According to the Brooklyn Chamber of
Commerce, between 2009 and 2014 Brooklyn netted 9,600 new
businesses. This breaks down to about 1,920 new businesses

the state. Brooklyn is home to at least 15 distilleries while Buffalo
follows with just ﬁve. But all of this gets back to those key
demographic shifts mentioned earlier and can be summed up in
one word: Millennials.

annually during this ﬁve-year period. To put things in perspective,

Millennials are now the largest single age demographic in the

this compares to an average of 900 companies annually from

nation: there are now roughly 85 million Millennials in the United

2000 to 2009. In 2014 alone, 2,300 new businesses opened in the

States. Baby Boomers are now the second largest age

borough giving it a business growth rate of 4.3%, compared to

demographic at just under 74 million. According to Census Bureau

New York City’s overall average of 3.1%.

estimates, Millennials now account for 21% of estimated net worth

Importantly, the borough’s retail revival began with a mom-andpop focus with independent boutiques leading the way. While

dollars and 18% of total income dollars, but those numbers are
increasing quickly as this group (the oldest Millennials are now 35)
moves increasingly towards middle age. Meanwhile, though Baby
Boomers still constitute an estimated 34% of all net worth dollars
and 39% of income dollars, those numbers are falling as this
generation ages.

“Young people today have been marketed to since
they were newborns… So as a consequence, they have
the most sophisticated bulls*** detectors of all time…
If something is created in a boardroom, if something
is created by consensus, if something is created by a
bunch of Baby Boomers who say it will be cool…it will
not work.” –Shane Smith, Vice Media
While Boomers may still account for more actual wealth,
Millennials have emerged as the most desired demographic for
retailers. Younger shoppers have traditionally been the drivers for
a wide range of retail categories from apparel and sporting goods
to dining establishments.
The national trend has been one of urban growth being driven to
varying degrees by both Millennials and empty nest Baby
Boomers, while in most metros the Generation X demographic has
actually shrunk with that age group in its prime child-rearing
years. This has particularly been the case in the nation’s 24/7
cities that offer live/work/play environments. This trend is already
clearly evident in Brooklyn, though here growth has been
overwhelmingly driven by the Millennial demographic.

There is no subset of data for “Millennial Hipsters,” though
Brooklyn is certainly known for them. What we do know
anecdotally is that they tend to be in their 20s and educated. A
few are quite affluent and most not so much. Rapidly increasing
housing costs in key neighborhoods in the borough are impacting
this unique subset.
Urban renewal often follows the same path wherever it occurs.
Real estate in challenged neighborhoods becomes so
comparatively cheap as to lure more affluent and adventurous
residents. Sometimes it starts with the “creative” or the arts
crowd, sometimes it is the LGBT community and sometimes this
initial wave of urban adventurers is a mix of groups harder to
describe. Regardless, the chain reaction begins. Neighborhoods
move from blighted to edgy to cool to upscale. This process can
take a very long time or it can move extremely quickly. In
Brooklyn, this process is now on steroids.
Some of Brooklyn’s neighborhoods have been undergoing this
transformation for close to a decade. Williamsburg, we would
argue, is now an upscale community as is Downtown and DUMBO.
Meanwhile, areas of town like Red Hook or Flatbush are only at
the beginning of this cycle. These transformations are shaping
where the “Millennial Hipsters” live in Brooklyn and this, in turn, is
shaping where edgy local independent retailers want to be. But
as these local neighborhoods evolve, demand for housing from
other groups has soared while demand for retail space from much
more mainstream national chains has skyrocketed.

Urban renewal often follows the same path wherever it
occurs. Neighborhoods move from blighted to edgy to
cool to upscale. This process can take a very long time or
it can move extremely quickly. In Brooklyn, this process is
now on steroids.
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FOLLOWING THE ROOFTOPS
As of the close of Q3 2015, apartment vacancy in the Brooklyn

While new development may have caused an increase in local

market stood at 6.1%. This is up from 5.0% a year ago and reﬂects a

multifamily availability, it actually has been a driving factor in rental

signiﬁcant increase from the 4.6% rate of two years ago. These

rate growth as old housing is replaced and/or supplemented with

numbers have been climbing as new multifamily development in

mostly upscale new apartments. Over the past year, the

the borough has ramped up. Our statistics only track market-rate

Williamsburg/Greenpoint/Navy Yard submarket has led all others in

apartments in projects of 10-units or more. Over the past two years,

terms of new deliveries; more than 1,100 market-rate apartments

we have tracked the delivery of over 4,100 new multifamily units

have been added over the past twelve months. The average asking

throughout Brooklyn. In the two years prior to that, we tracked just

rent in this submarket now stands at $3,599 per unit monthly; up

over 2,300 new units coming online.

8.3% over the past year. The DUMBO/Downtown trade area is not
far behind with a current average rent of $3,575 per unit. This

Despite ramped up development levels and a slight uptick in

number increased by 6.4% over the past year even as more than

vacancy, rents have continued to grow. We are currently tracking a

1,100 new units were delivered. While Brooklyn’s overall average

market-wide average asking rent of $2,324 per unit, up 9.3% over

asking rent of $2,126 per month places it as one of the nation’s

the past year and 17.7% over the past two years. There are

priciest apartment markets, the average rates of these two

signiﬁcant variations depending upon the neighborhood.

submarkets places both of them on par with the most expensive
apartment markets in the country, San Francisco and Manhattan.

STATE OF THE MARKET: BROOKLYN
BROOKLYN (MARKET-RATE PROJECTS, MINIMUM 10 UNITS)
Q3 2015
Select Submarkets

Total
Inventory

Q3 2015
Vacancy

Q3 2014
Vacancy

Deliveries Last

Units Under

12 Months

Construction

Q3 2015
Avg. Asking Rent

Q3 2014
Avg. Asking Rent

Bed-Stuy/Fort
Greene/Bushwick

15,881

9.1%

8.3%

134

660

$2,338

$2,235

Crown Heights/
Prospect Lefferts
Gardens

28,465

3.6%

3.3%

0

561

$1,528

$1,466

Ditmas Park/Flatbush

23,945

3.1%

2.7%

0

26

$1,624

$1,611

DUMBO/Downtown

15,323

9.5%

8.5%

651

3,016

$3,575

$3,359

Park Slope/Prospect
Heights

27,146

6.0%

5.5%

196

935

$2,204

$2,056

South/Southeast
Brooklyn

47,526

3.1%

2.5%

118

401

$1,670

$1,659

Southwest Brooklyn

31,552

2.9%

2.5%

0

70

$1,485

$1,423

14,115

11.7%

9.3%

1,110

1,024

$3,599

$3,321

204,200

6.1%

5.0%

2,209

6,724

$2,324

$2,126

Williamsburg /
Greenpoint/Navy Yard
Brooklyn

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Research/CoStar Group

We are now tracking over 6,700 market-rate units under construction in Brooklyn. The DUMBO/Downtown market leads all other
neighborhoods with more than 3,000 units in the development pipeline. While the DUMBO/Downtown and Williamsburg/Greenpoint/Navy
Yard markets combined for 4,040 of the 6,724 units (60.1%) currently under construction, what may be a more interesting story is the uptick
of new development starting to occur in the Bedford-Stuyvesant/Fort Greene/Bushwick submarket where there are 660 units in the pipeline
or the Crown Heights/Prospect Lefferts Gardens trade area where there are 561 units underway. Both of these neighborhoods are
experiencing an acceleration of the same trend of urban revival that has already progressed to its next phase in the DUMBO/Downtown and
Williamsburg/Greenpoint/Navy Yards markets.
Brooklyn continues to attract residents of Manhattan with its generally cheaper rents, but the real driving force behind multifamily demand in
the borough continues to be Millennials seeking urban lifestyles in a 24/7 live/work/play environment. We don’t see that ending anytime soon.
That being said, new construction levels over the past two years have already resulted in increased vacancy. The market added over 2,200 new
units over the past year and will add at least another 3,800 in the coming year. Most of the impact will be felt in DUMBO/Downtown and

Williamsburg, where we see vacancy levels ticking up further as the
market absorbs waves of new product. However, we don’t see rents
going backwards much. Most of the new product will be higher-end
and we will likely see ﬂat luxury rental rates until vacant space is
backﬁlled. However, older Class B and C projects will likely still see
rental rate growth due to the gap in pricing that exists between
these apartment classes and Class A product.

Brooklyn continues to attract residents of
Manhattan with its generally cheaper rents, but the
real driving force behind multifamily demand in the
borough continues to be Millennials seeking urban
lifestyles in a 24/7 live/work/play environment.
But what does this mean for Brooklyn’s retail sector? More rooftops
mean more retail demand. But these growing numbers also mean
further evolution of neighborhoods like DUMBO and Williamsburg
and other up-and-coming neighborhoods. Both the DUMBO and
Williamsburg submarkets are already moving further in the general
process of urban renewal from funky arts neighborhood to upscale
mainstream, and mainstream gentriﬁcation.

National Retailers Drive Surging Growth
The Brooklyn retail market consists of roughly 80.3 million square
feet (MSF) of retail space scattered across nearly 14,000 properties
with an average building age in excess of 80 years old. According
to the CoStar Group, as of the close of Q3 2015, the overall vacancy
rate stood at just 3.4% and was trending downward. One year ago
local vacancy stood at 4.2%. Two years ago it stood at 4.5%.

BROOKLYN RETAIL MARKET
ABSORPTION, CONSTRUCTION AND VACANCY TRENDS

Vacancy stood at 5.1% at the close of Q3 2012 and has fallen in
eleven of the twelve quarters since.
Brooklyn’s retail vacancy has been steadily falling for three
consecutive years now. This is despite the fact that since 2012 the
market has added over 1.7 MSF of inventory. Rents during this time

750,000

6.0%

600,000

5.0%

450,000

4.0%

300,000

3.0%

150,000

2.0%

have skyrocketed. The current average asking rate for all types and
classes of retail space throughout Brooklyn is $44.57 per square
foot (PSF) on an annual triple net basis. This number has climbed
by 6.2% over the past twelve months. Over the past three years it
has soared a whopping 33.8%. But the gains for Class A retail space
on the borough’s premier retail corridors have been even more

what would be considered prime corridors.

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Research, Costar Group

2015 3q

neighborhood, this metric can fall to as low as $70 PSF even on

2015 2q

retail space now stands at $300 PSF. Yet, depending on the

Vacancy

2015 1q

Absorption SF

2014 4q

2014 3q

2014 2q

Delivered SF

2014 1q

2013 4q

(150,000)

2013 3q

Avenue corridor. Meanwhile, Downtown’s median rate for prime

1.0%
2013 2q

rent of $250 PSF. That number increases on the key Bedford

2013 1q

pronounced. In Williamsburg we are now tracking a median asking

0.0%
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BROOKLYN RETAIL RENT SURVEY
PRIME CORRIDORS IN SELECT NEIGHBORHOODS Q3 2015
ASKING RENT RANGE (PSF)
NEIGHBORHOOD

LOW

HIGH

MEDIAN
ASKING
RENT (PSF)

Bay Ridge

$55

$150

$75

Brooklyn Heights

$140

$165

$150

Cobble Hill

$70

$230

$140

Downtown

$150

$450

$300

DUMBO

$80

$160

$110

Greenpoint

$55

$105

$70

Park Slope

$30

$175

$85

Prospect Heights

$60

$160

$110

Williamsburg

$90

$500

$250

Chain vs. Independent Demand: A Tale of
Two Neighborhoods
In terms of general retail demand, the strongest neighborhoods
over the past few years have been the DUMBO, Downtown and
Williamsburg markets as well as the area surrounding Barclays
Center. This has not changed though over the past 18 months
nearly every trade area has experienced an uptick in both retailer
demand and leasing activity. Hip, new retail concepts continue to
be extremely active, but their geographic focus has been slowly
shifting to up-and-coming neighborhoods as pricing has escalated
in Brooklyn’s strongest retail submarkets. Major national brands
meanwhile are moving into the borough en masse and not ﬂinching
at the higher rents of Brooklyn’s more established retail markets. So
what does this mean? Is Brooklyn still the epicenter of hip, spewing
out new retail concepts? Or is it going mainstream, turning into some
sort of extended Millennial shopping mall? The answer is somewhere
in the middle, with both concepts simultaneously being true.
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Both the Carroll Garden and Cobble Hill markets have seen
retailers. Bay Ridge, Bensonhurst, Bushwick and Park Slope all

SELECT RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
BROOKLYN
Q3 2015

remain strong in terms of personal needs retail from grocery stores

Project Name

increased interest from upscale boutiques and independent

Total GLA

Delivery

City Point

675,000

Q1 2016

so. But while the mom-and-pop retail sector here remains active, it

242 Bedford Avenue

150,000

Q4 2016

has been national chains driving the majority of deal activity and

1504 Coney Island Avenue

68,000

Q2 2016

63 Boerum Avenue

63,000

Q4 2016

Atlantic Galleria

45,000

Q1 2016

Q3 2015 Total Under
Construction

1.2 MSF

and restaurants to service-related retail. Fitness clubs have been
particularly hot in most Brooklyn submarkets over the past year or

occupancy growth recently. This, in itself, is a major development
for a marketplace where the challenge for national chains,
particularly large concepts and big boxes, has been a lack of
existing and available product in neighborhoods where most of the
inventory has been retail storefronts rarely exceeding 2,000 SF in
size. That is changing rapidly thanks to a number of major projects
that are under way. Meanwhile, the Downtown, DUMBO and
Williamsburg markets which initially got on the map thanks to

Cost Plus, Harmon Face Values, Marshall’s, Michael’s, Neiman

pioneering independent concepts have been dominated by chain

Marcus Last Call, TJ Maxx, Whole Foods and a number of others.

activity for much of the past two years.

Deals have included everything from mixed-use rehabs to ground
up development to standard leases of second generation space.

But while demand continues to be on the upswing, the trend

What might be the most important trend to watch is that these

breaks down geographically still into two very distinct storylines.

transactions have occurred in a mix of Brooklyn neighborhoods

National retailers continue to grow more active though they have

ranging from the already white-hot Williamsburg, Downtown and

steadily been moving beyond the DUMBO/Downtown and

DUMBO markets to up-and-coming submarkets that have yet to be

Williamsburg markets where they had been most active over the

impacted much directly by Brooklyn’s transformation in recent

past couple of years.

years.

Brooklyn has averaged about 544,000 SF of retail occupancy

Apple, Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods are all slated to open in

growth annually over the past ﬁve years, or roughly 136,000 SF per

Williamsburg in 2016. While all three rank among the most popular

quarter. While we tracked over 246,000 SF of net occupancy

national brands favored by Millennial consumers, there is no doubt

growth in Q3 and year-to-date totals stand at just 381,000 SF it is

to longtime residents that the character of Williamsburg’s Bedford

important to note that we had recorded nearly 1.6 MSF of total deal

Avenue has transformed itself over the past decade from that of

activity through the ﬁrst nine months of 2015. Many of these deals

funky, cool counter culture retail district to that of today’s upscale

have yet to translate into actual occupancy growth as they were for

urban marketplace. Bedford Avenue’s retail rents certainly reﬂect

space that is either under development or where the tenant has yet

that change; the median asking rate here now hovers near $350

to take occupancy.

PSF. This is up sevenfold from the $50 PSF average of just ﬁve

“The current median asking rate on Williamsburg’s
Bedford Avenue is now hovering near $350 PSF.
This is up sevenfold from the $50 PSF average of just
ﬁve years ago.”

years ago.
Rent gains Downtown are similar, with this submarket’s prime retail
corridors also boasting a median asking rent of $350 PSF. Here we
also have seen a surge of large deals from national players. The
new 1.8 MSF mixed-use City Point Mall is slated to be complete by
Q3 2016. Plans for this project include three residential towers (two

Regardless, these numbers are bound to fall beneath the nearly 1.1

are currently under construction), an office component and

MSF of occupancy growth and the more than 3.1 MSF in total deal

675,000 SF of retail space, of which only 138,000 SF remains

activity registered in 2014. But this has more to do with market

unaccounted for. City Point Mall already has anchor commitments

timing and the delivery of product than anything else. For the last

in place from department store chain Century 21 and Target with

two years occupancy growth in Brooklyn has not been driven by

substantial blocks of space leased to Alamo Drafthouse, Trader

the market’s traditional base of local users, but primarily by national

Joe’s and a number of smaller shop space users. The project will

chains. In Q3 2015, deals for just one project (all of which were

also include a ground ﬂoor, 26,500 SF food hall; the DeKalb Market

leases to national retail chains) accounted for nearly half of the

Hall, which will feature over 40 food purveyors ranging from

entire borough’s net absorption totals.

artisanal farm-to-fork concepts to street food vendors.

The last 18 months have seen a number of major deals inked by a

Downtown Brooklyn continues to evolve thanks to more than

diverse group of relatively mainstream retailers new to the Brooklyn

3,000 new multifamily units currently under construction (with

market. These include Apple, Bed Bath & Beyond, buybuy Baby,

delivery dates into 2017), more than 700,000 SF of office space in
the development pipeline (proposed and under construction) and

over 738,000 SF of new, high-end retail slated for completion in

inked deals at the project. Pizza East is from the folks behind SoHo

2016 alone. But those projects won’t be the only things redeﬁning

House, which was founded in London in 1995 as a private members

the Downtown Brooklyn retail experience over the next couple of

club for people in the creative industries. SoHo House has since

years.

opened clubs, restaurants, cinemas and spas across Europe and
North America. Vinegar Hill House, long a popular favorite for

In August, Macy’s sold the top ﬁve ﬂoors of its Downtown Brooklyn

waterfront dining in the Navy Yard district, will be opening a

ﬂagship (and parking garage) to Tishman Speyer for $170 million,

satellite version of their rustic eatery. The project will also include a

approximately $100 million of which will go toward renovating the

9,500 SF food hall and a rooftop beer garden.

remaining ﬂoors. The deal will see Macy’s drop from 378,000 SF
across ten ﬂoors (including basement) to 310,000 SF on ﬁve ﬂoors.
The reason, according to Macy’s CEO Terry Lundgren was that a lot
of the new merchandise will be millennial-focused. Meanwhile,
Tishman will be renovating the top ﬁve ﬂoors of this Fulton Street
landmark to be “architecturally-distinct, headquarters-quality office
space featuring 16-foot ceilings, ample outdoor spaces and easy
access to 10 separate New York City subway lines.” Renovations will
begin spring 2016 with delivery expected in the fall of 2018.
Adjacent market DUMBO also is experiencing the same trend.
Hipster favorite Shinola recently inked a deal in Brooklyn’s DUMBO
neighborhood for its ﬁrst borough location. The Detroit-based
watch, bicycle and apparel retailer will be joining anchor tenant

Meanwhile, earlier this year Bed Bath & Beyond, buybuy Baby, Cost
Plus and Harmon Face Values inked deals in Sunset Park’s 850 3rd
Avenue Project. The four sister retail brands took more than
120,000 SF combined and will be joined there shortly by Saks Off
Fifth, which recently inked a deal for 30,000 square feet at the
project. 850 3rd Avenue is part of Sunset Park’s Liberty View
Industrial Plaza, which is an historic, 1920s era eight-story industrial
complex. The 1.2 MSF project is being renovated for mixed use. The
property includes roughly 170,000 SF of retail space, all but 30,000
SF of which has been accounted for. The project is already also
home to Koppers Chocolate (50,000 SF), who will be joined soon
by Amazon (the e-commerce giant inked a deal in November for an
undisclosed amount of space).

West Elm at Empire Stores. Empire Stores is a 380,000 SF

Another new project under way is the 45,000 SF Atlantic Galleria

redevelopment project that is converting a former coffee

mini-mall project in the Boerum Hill market. This trade area, on the

warehouse to high-end office and ground-ﬂoor retail. The project

edge of Downtown, really has been more notable in the past for its

will add a total of 75,000 SF of new retail space to the Brooklyn

boutiques, antique stores and Middle Eastern grocery stores. But

marketplace upon its completion in Q1 2016. All but 23,000 SF of
that space had already been leased as this report went to press.
Shinola is taking 5,000 SF, which will include a café operated by
The Smile. West Elm is taking a total of 135,000 SF, including
12,500 SF of ground-ﬂoor retail space for its new Brooklyn ﬂagship
location. Restaurants Pizza East and Vinegar Hill House also have

The DUMBO neighborhood continues to transform itself;
among the major projects underway here is the 380,000 SF
mixed-use Empire Stores redevelopment. It’s completion in
Q1 2016 will add 75,000 SF of new retail including West Elm,
Shinola, multiple restaurants, a food hall and a rooftop beer
garden.
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priced out of Downtown and Williamsburg landing here. Upon its

*OPENING SOON
RETAILER

NEIGHBORHOOD

Adidas

Downtown

Aesop

Williamsburg

Alamo Drafthouse
Anne et Valentin
Apple

the neighborhood has increasingly changed with many residents

Downtown*
Carroll Gardens
Williamsburg*

completion in January 2016, Atlantic Galleria will be almost fully
occupied by TD Bank, arts and crafts retailer Michael’s and
Blink Fitness.
We’re increasingly seeing national chains active in neighborhoods
like Boerum Hill, Carroll Gardens, Cobble Hill, Park Slope and Sunset
Park. Independent retailers have increasingly been priced out of

Bed Bath & Beyond

Sunset Park*

Brooklyn’s strongest retail corridors and are increasingly moving to

Bedford & Bowery

Williamsburg

the fringes of neighborhoods like Clinton Hill, Fort Green Park Slope

Beneﬁt Cosmetics

Cobble Hill

and Williamsburg. Neighborhoods that have yet to experience
transformation or that are in the early stages like Bedford-

Blink Fitness

Cobble Hill & Williamsburg

buybuy Baby

Sunset Park*

Century 21

Downtown*

These trends are critical for a number of reasons. The arrival of

Cost Plus

Sunset Park*

national chains in Brooklyn neighborhoods previously dominated

Bushwuck

by independents and mom-and-pops reﬂects the opening up of

Crunch Fitness
Drybar
Equinox Gym
F21 Red (Forever 21)
Fairway Market
Fox and Jane

Boerum Hill
DUMBO*
Downtown
Bergen Beach
Downtown

Harmon Face Values

Sunset Park*

IMAX Cycling Studio

DUMBO

Crunch Fitness

Williamsburg

Jacadi

Cobble Hill

Lift/Next Level Floats
Madewell
Marine Layer
McNally Jackson

Williamsburg

or the much more challenging movement towards class
gentriﬁcation.

DINING EXPLOSION!
The restaurant sector has always been a major driver of retail

Cobble Hill

pre-recession and downturn periods the restaurant sector would

Williamsburg

consistently account for about 30% to 35% of all the planned unit

Michael’s

Boerum Hill*

Micro Center

Sunset Park*

Moicun White

Williamsburg

Rituals Cosmetics

on your point of view, is either the positive trend of urban renewal

growth plans nationally for a number of years. Throughout the

Bushwick

RLL (Ralph Lauren)

arrival of national chains reﬂect the next step in what, depending

growth and we have been tracking retailer and restaurant chain

Metro Rock Climbing

Pure Barre

in local housing trends. For the neighborhoods in question, the

Williamsburg

Cobble Hill

Powerhouse Books

following rooftops, the difference generally being signiﬁcant shifts

Carroll Gardens

Melissa Joy Manning

Orangetheory Fitness

new trade areas for retailers, but this is still mostly about retailers

Bushwuck

J. Crew

Levi’s

Stuyvesant, Bushwick and Gowanus are all seeing more activity.

Brooklyn Heights & Williamsburg
DUMBO

growth nationally. However, since 2010 those numbers have been
escalating rapidly. Restaurants now account for just under 50% of
the planned unit growth that we are tracking throughout the United
States. While it shouldn’t come as much as a surprise that
restaurants have been an integral part of Brooklyn’s revitalization
over the past few years, most of that growth has been driven by
local independents ranging from upscale gourmet to simple pizza
concepts.

Greenpoint
Williamsburg
Cobble Hill

Just as has been the case with hard goods retailers, national chains
are on the move here albeit with a few twists. For example, while
Starbucks is no stranger to the borough, a few months ago

Saks Off Fifth

Sunset Park*

Scotch & Soda

Williamsburg

offering alcohol. This past summer, the company opened a 2,900

DUMBO*

SF freestanding location in Williamsburg that features craft beer,

Shinola
Soulcycle
Steven Alan Optical Shop

Brooklyn Heights & Prospect Heights*
Boerum Hill & Williamsburg

Target

Downtown*

Trader Joe’s

Downtown*

Union Surfboards

Greenpoint

Brooklyn was chosen to be the location for one of its new locations

wine and small plates. But tenant demand for space certainly
hasn’t been limited to the coffee purveyors.
The better burger wars are in full swing in Brooklyn. Umami Burger
opened a new restaurant in Williamsburg this past spring. It was
followed by Mark Wahlberg’s Wahlburgers, opening this summer in

West Elm

DUMBO*

Wegman’s

Navy Yard*

Station. Meanwhile, rumors continue to circulate that everyone from

Williamsburg*

Smashburger (two existing Brooklyn locations) to the Habit Burger

Whole Foods

Coney Island. BurgerFi followed that with a new spot in Brooklyn
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Grill (no existing locations) are looking to enter or expand In a
marketplace with a mix of players ranging from local mom-andpops to Shake Shack (three Brooklyn locations but rumored to be
looking for more).
There are those who would argue that Brooklyn is the true
birthplace of pizza. While they’re wrong (sorry, the ﬁrst
documented pizza was in 997 A.D. in Gaeta, Italy), they might be
right in that it is home to some of the best pies in the country.
Though this is a market dominated by local pizzerias like DiFara’s,
Franny’s, Giuseppina’s, Lucali, Paulie Gee’s, Roberta’s and Totono
Pizzeria Napolitana, this isn’t going to stop some of the hot new
national fast-ﬁre concepts from growing here. There are at
least three national chains quietly looking for locations that we
are aware of.
The fact is that reports have surfaced that a wide variety of national
chains including everyone from Chick-ﬁl-A to Ruth’s Chris may be
looking for locations in Brooklyn. Yet, we still see robust growth
from the local independents that have driven the borough’s most
recent evolutio. This includes everything from the recent opening of
cat café The Cat’s Meow to the recent expansion of citywide
favorite Dos Toros taqueria to Downtown Brooklyn. Local players
and independents still dominate the scene, with the farm-to-fork
and artisanal food movements at the forefront of local restaurant
demand. We don’t foresee the increased attention of national
chains altering that dynamic any time soon.

SELECT BROOKLYN RESTAURANT OPENINGS 2015
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LOOKING AHEAD

borough from new residents. Meanwhile, the critical mass that has

The one constant about “cool” is that it always changes. The

neighborhoods are more appealing to more people. So ultimately

revitalization of Brooklyn may have resulted in the borough

the concern of some that Brooklyn will cease to be “cool” with this

becoming linked with “hipness” and a certain global cache. But that

inﬂux of new residents really amounts to the hipster equivalent of

is not what drove the process in the ﬁrst place. What drove

“shut the door behind me” NIMBY claptrap. “Cool” is a ﬁckle

Brooklyn’s urban renewal was its relative affordability compared to

mistress anyway—as Generation Z emerges there is no doubt that

Manhattan. All else came later, once this transformation reached

there will be a new deﬁnition that will likely come with a new place.

critical mass.

occurred over the last few years means that more Brooklyn

Regardless, there remain plenty of neighborhoods within Brooklyn

The rapid escalation of rents in key neighborhoods and the entry to

that have yet to experience much of revitalization at all. This means

the marketplace of national retail chains has left many asking the

plenty of fertile ground for future “edgy” neighborhoods to

question, “Will Brooklyn still be cool tomorrow?” Or, as a recent

undergo transformation. And we expect this to happen, simply

article in the New York Observer put it, “somehow the arrival of

because of the economics of urban renewal. All of these factors

Brooklyn into the mainstream mindset resulted in the inevitable

mean more opportunities for retailers ahead, more rooftops and

declaration of it being passé. It has become something of a trend,

more reinvention. Meanwhile, though costs have been accelerating

even a pastime, to dismiss Brooklyn as ‘over,’ as, for example, SoHo

in Brooklyn both in terms of residential and retail real estate, the

once was.” The article then goes on to mention, quite rightly, that

$350 PSF median rent that we are tracking on Williamsburg’s

SoHo seems to be doing pretty well for itself.

Bedford Avenue is still only one tenth of what a retailer would pay
on Manhattan’s Upper Fifth Avenue and are less than half of

We think that Brooklyn will continue to be a “hip” market, but that

Manhattan’s average as a whole. The concept of cool may be

ultimately concerns over this issue are quite silly. The reality is that

ﬂeeting, and Brooklyn’s reign as the epicenter of cool will

the same primary force that drove Brooklyn’s resurgence initially;

eventually end. But economics are another thing, and the

affordability, remains in place. Housing costs in Brooklyn are still

underlying fundamentals that are in place in Brooklyn should

just one- half to two- thirds of those of Manhattan. That gap in

continue to drive robust growth as this borough continues to

costs is going to continue to drive interest and in-migration to the

reinvent itself in the years to come.
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